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Synonyms 

Words that mean the same or similar. 

Circle the correct synonym for the underlined word. 

1. During recess, we tried to see who could jump the highest. 

 swim   run   leap   squat 

2. Mike found a four-leaf clover on the playground. 

 discovered lost   squashed  picked 

3. The teacher made us start working on our math problems. 

 finish   take   stop   begin 

4. The moon was huge the night of the supermoon. 

 large   tiny   bright  pretty 

5. Mary sat in my seat by accident. 

 desk   chair   corner  table 

6. I was glad the day was finally over, and I could go home. 

 sad   disappointed happy  open 

7. The bus driver asked us to be quiet at the tracks. 

 noisy   funny  silent   loud 

8. The bus stopped at the tracks for a short time. 

 brief   long   big   tiny 

9. Mother gave me a big smile when I got o0 the bus. 

 hug   laugh  grin   sigh 

10. The homework the teacher gave us was easy to do. 

 hard   tough  boring  simple 
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